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Mr. Ng Shee Zher was chosen by the judges of the 2nd EU-Thailand National English Debating Championship 2006. Mr. Ng Shee Zher was chosen as the best speaker, the grand finalist, and the rookie champion. The competition was organized by ABACA and was held at the 1st best speaker, the grand finalist, and the rookie champion. The competition was organized by ABACA and was held at the World Universities Debating Championship 2008 (WUDC) and the World Universities Debating Championship 2008 (WUDC). The competition was organized by ABACA and was held at the 1st best speaker, the grand finalist, and the rookie champion. The competition was organized by ABACA and was held at the 1st best speaker, the grand finalist, and the rookie champion. The competition was organized by ABACA and was held at the 1st best speaker, the grand finalist, and the rookie champion. The competition was organized by ABACA and was held at the 1st best speaker, the grand finalist, and the rookie champion. The competition was organized by ABACA and was held at the 1st best speaker, the grand finalist, and the rookie champion. The competition was organized by ABACA and was held at the 1st best speaker, the grand finalist, and the rookie champion. The competition was organized by ABACA and was held at the 1st best speaker, the grand finalist, and the rookie champion. The competition was organized by ABACA and was held at the 1st best speaker, the grand finalist, and the rookie champion. The competition was organized by ABACA and was held at the 1st best speaker, the grand finalist, and the rookie champion. The competition was organized by ABACA and was held at the 1st best speaker, the grand finalist, and the rookie champion. The competition was organized by ABACA and was held at the 1st best speaker, the grand finalist, and the rookie champion. The competition was organized by ABACA and was held at the 1st best speaker, the grand finalist, and the rookie champion. The competition was organized by ABACA and was held at the 1st best speaker, the grand finalist, and the rookie champion. The competition was organized by ABACA and was held at the 1st best speaker, the grand finalist, and the rookie champion. The competition was organized by ABACA and was held at the 1st best speaker, the grand finalist, and the rookie champion. The competition was organized by ABACA and was held at the 1st best speaker, the grand finalist, and the rookie champion. The competition was organized by ABACA and was held at the 1st best speaker, the grand finalist, and the rookie champion. The competition was organized by ABACA and was held at the 1st best speaker, the grand finalist, and the rookie champion. The competition was organized by ABACA and was held at the 1st best speaker, the grand finalist, and the rookie champion. The competition was organized by ABACA and was held at the 1st best speaker, the grand finalist, and the rookie champion. The competition was organized by ABACA and was held at the 1st best speaker, the grand finalist, and the rookie champion. The competition was organized by ABACA and was held at the 1st best speaker, the grand finalist, and the rookie champion. The competition was organized by ABACA and was held at the 1st best speaker, the grand finalist, and the rookie champion. The competition was organized by ABACA and was held at the 1st best speaker, the grand finalist, and the rookie champion. The competition was organized by ABACA and was held at the 1st best speaker, the grand finalist, and the rookie champion. The competition was organized by ABACA and was held at the 1st best speaker, the grand finalist, and the rookie champion. The competition was organized by ABACA and was held at the 1st best speaker, the grand finalist, and the rookie champion. The competition was organized by ABACA and was held at the 1st best speaker, the grand finalist, and the rookie champion. The competition was organized by ABACA and was held at the 1st best speaker, the grand finalist, and the rookie champion. The competition was organized by ABACA and was held at the 1st best speaker, the grand finalist, and the rookie champion. The competition was organized by ABACA and was held at the 1st best speaker, the grand finalist, and the rookie champion. The competition was organized by ABACA and was held at the 1st best speaker, the grand finalist, and the rookie champion. The competition was organized by ABACA and was held at the 1st best speaker, the grand finalist, and the rookie champion. The competition was organized by ABACA and was held at the 1st best speaker, the grand finalist, and the rookie champion. The competition was organized by ABACA and was held at the 1st best speaker, the grand finalist, and the rookie champion. The competition was organized by ABACA and was held at the 1st best speaker, the grand finalist, and the rookie champion. The competition was organized by ABACA and was held at the 1st best speaker, the grand finalist, and the rookie champion. The competition was organized by ABACA and was held at the 1st best speaker, the grand finalist, and the rookie champion. The competition was organized by ABACA and was held at the 1st best speaker, the grand finalist, and the rookie champion. The competition was organized by ABACA and was held at the 1st best speaker, the grand finalist, and the rookie champion. The competition was organized by ABACA and was held at the 1st best speaker, the grand finalist, and the rookie champion. The competition was organized by ABACA and was held at the 1st best speaker, the grand finalist, and the rookie champion. The competition was organized by ABACA and was held at the 1st best speaker, the grand finalist, and the rookie champion. The competition was organized by ABACA and was held at the 1st best speaker, the grand finalist, and the rookie champion. The competition was organized by ABACA and was held at the 1st best speaker, the grand finalist, and the rookie champion. The competition was organized by ABACA and was held at the 1st best speaker, the grand finalist, and the rookie champion. The competition was organized by ABACA and was held at the 1st best speaker, the grand finalize...
CHARITY

คุณสมบัติอย่าง สำนักข่าวเมืองไทย ศิลปะ ABAC รุ่น 13 เจรจาต่อรองกิจ เจริญงิจรวิศึกิช (Kitso) นำมาใช้ร่วมท้ายมายะกระจำปี บริจาคเด็ก เด็ก 14 หลัง พร้อมของใช้ที่จำเป็นให้กับทีมพยาบาลหญิง ภูมิใจเมื่อรู้ว่าที่ ไม่ได้ใช้การเด็กเด็กที่จะมีการคืนใช้ของท่านเพิ่มเติม และสร้าง ภูมิใจ โดยจากการเลือกเด็กเด็กของไทยให้ส่วนลดสูงสุด 3,000 บาท ให้ทีมความสำาธิการเพียงกันและกัน นั้น ยังได้กุศลร่วมกับเยี่ยม กับที่มา ภูมิใจดีเด็กจัดเป็นประตูท้ายปี ศิลปะ ABAC ท่านได้ สนใจเข้าร่วมโครงการ ด้วยต้องสอบถามรายละเอียดได้ที่ showroom ศิลปะ บนเว็บไซต์ที่ 02-2274-0445-7

NEW BRANCH
Music Collection ศูนย์รวบรวมเครื่องดนตรี และอุปกรณ์ดนตรีหลากหลาย อีกทั้งยังเป็น ตัวแทนจำหน่ายเครื่องดนตรีระดับโลกรอ ใช่ที่ C.F.Martin, Rickenbacker, Washburn และอีกมากมาย เปิดสาขาที่ 9 แล้ววันนี้ 2 สาขาปากยอก คุณสมบัติ มีเรียบง่าย ศิลปะ เท่า ABAC รุ่น 22 ชอบเข้าถึงศิลปะเท่าศิลปะของจริงในที่นี้จะมีสินค้าและ เลือกซื้อพร้อมบริการชิ้นเงื่อนจากทางร้านได้ทุกวัน หรือถ้าจะไป สาขาใกล้บ้านใกล้เครื่องแบบได้ที่ 0-2129-4460 หรือ 0-9131-3848 โทรศัพท์ ABACA Profile มา คุณสมบัติอย่างยาวนาน

HIT LEAGUE & LADY LEAGUE 2005

คุณสามารถ เล่นระดับต่างๆ ศิลปะ เท่า ABAC รุ่น19 (งามใส่ย่อนับกลอง) Chief Bowling Business ของกรมการสุขภาพการ ปรับสมรรถนะในรูปแบบ ถก บริษัทจัด บ้านสถานที่นั่นเป็นสถานที่จัดการแข่งขันและมอบรางวัลชนะเลิศให้แก่ผู้ชนะ เลือกจากการแข่งขัน Hit League & Lady League ประจําปี 2005 การ แข่งขันในรูปแบบขาวสีเด็กเพื่อต้องเลือกมุดอันใกล้ไกลในรูปแบบ ได้รับ เลือก ผู้ชนะเลือกการแข่งขันจากแนวโน้มไว้ ใช้ ทุกสาขาที่ประเทศไทยกว่า 200 แห่ง มาร่วมขึ้นความเป็นหนึ่ง ที่แนวโน้มไว้ ใช้ สาขาใกล้บ้านเมื่อ เร็วๆนี้

KITSO
Safety is what we care

Our 20th Anniversary Sale

KITSO ผู้นำด้านความปลอดภัยในฟรีนิเจอร์เด็ก พร้อมทั้งคุณภาพที่ได้รับมาตรฐานสากล ด้วยระบบการผลิตที่ทันสมัยและควบคุมการผลิตที่มีพิษัณธ์ บริการการทำอย่างไรตามมายาวนาน
Open Daily : 8.30 Am–6.30 Pm. (Close : April 13–16, 2006) Showroom : 260 ถนนมั่นคงวิทยา แขวงศิริยากร แขวงหัวรอ แขวงหัวรอ กรุงเทพฯ 10320 Tel : 02-274-0445-7, 02-274-0338-9 Fax : 02-274-0310

www.kits.com
NEW CHALLENGE

There have been shifts in the business environment. However, several companies have been trying to adapt.

COOL OFFER

The latest in the ABAC series is a smartphone and a feature phone. The phone is equipped with a 2G network and supports various applications.

WEDDING

The wedding of [names] was a beautiful event. The couple was seen smiling and enjoying the celebration. Pictures of the couple and their guests were captured, showing the joyous occasion.

NEW DESIGN

The latest design of a slim phone called the "Rocks" has been released. It features a sleek design and advanced technology.

NEW CREDIT CARD

A new credit card, "Super Card," has been introduced. It offers various benefits and rewards for cardholders.

WITH SYMPATHY

The community has extended its condolences to [name] on the passing of their loved one. The service was held with great respect and sorrow.

ABACA 22